
DESCRIBE AND ANALYSE A SUBCULTURE WITH

The definition of a subculture is a culture within a culture where a group develops distinctive norms and values that are
different from those of the mainstream culture. The subculture that I will be writing about is called the Fan Base which is
also know as the Fandom.

Subcultures: The Meaning of Style. There, a group of sociologists led by Richard Hoggart set out to examine
the various aspects of the working-class subcultural youth. Dick Hebdige writes that members of a subculture
often signal their membership through a distinctive and symbolic use of style, which includes fashions ,
mannerisms and argot. He used semiotics to interpret the meanings produced by subcultural dressing, music,
and behavioral styles. Bourdieu, the media and cultural production. In eyes of reformers, traditional
teacher-centered methods focused on rote memorization must be abandoned in favor of students-centered and
task-based approaches to learning. Becker explains, society defines them as outsiders. The stratification
system of subcultures is based on the continuously changing collective values within the group. The wider
movement coincided with growing academic interests in queer studies and queer theory. Subcultural capital
makes up an identity. They possess their own shared identity, slang, style, and cultural meanings. This is
visible both in lived experience as well as academic analysis. Evans, C  As provided with unique habitus and
subcultural production, diverse subcultures often distinct through different subcultural capitals. Strinati, D 
While various fads have cropped up in each era, music has always been a key element of culture. If we are
born into a particular sociological, economical and cultural class as Louis Althusser suggests, but do not
accept it or seek subcultural groups to align ourselves with, there is such an abundance of expansive choice
and regular change that it is not surprisingly that we will carry these multiple identities, as discussed by
Shields and Maffesoli. Many cultural theorists such as Stuart Hall and Dick Hebdige have been chiefly
concerned with the ways in which subcultures subvert and pose a resistance to the 'established order' through
their expressive dress codes and rituals. Social networking websites are quickly becoming the most used form
of communication and means to distribute information and news. As with other subcultures, sexual
subcultures adopted certain styles of fashion and gestures to distinguish them from the mainstream.
Stylistically, hipsters adopt the styles of other cultures that they do not belong to, going against the
mainstream, often into niche areas. For example, the store Hot Topic allows teenagers to pick a scene and buy
products that are part of this scene. Subcultural capital can be gained by the things you own or the hairstyles
you have. They showed the agency of an ordinary person is constitutional to the hegemonic mode of power.
Underground drag balls are competitions that consist of individuals, mainly queer youth of color, who perform
different drag genres and categories. This is seen most actively on social network sites with user-generated
content, such as YouTube. Discuss in relation to one or more subcultures. It represents an earlier ethnographic
work of the CCCS. Specialized vocabulary illustrates the division between those in the subculture and those
who are not, with certain words and phrases being understood by either all or a small percentage of the
subculture Haenfler  He developed a dialectical way of understanding a subculture. Thornton, S  A more
permissive social environment in these areas led to a proliferation of sexual subculturesâ€”cultural expressions
of non-normative sexuality. The ball participants share their identities both as queer youth of color and
participants in the ball scene. That is how the Hip-Hop subculture was born. Aspects of sexual subcultures can
vary along other cultural lines. The most significant achievement of the Birmingham School's examination of
working class youth subculture is their analysis of the active practices of ordinary individuals, expressed in
such forms as "decoding" and "making-do," that do not exist outside but rather within the political domain of
the hegemonic mode of power. Maidenhead: Open University Press. Additionally, Bronies break dominant
social norms by participating in the subculture and are often stigmatized by mainstream society because of
individuals questioning their reasoning for being a part of the subculture. Shields, R  Whilst they may have
followed a band whilst they were relatively unknown, they often disregard their fandom toward that band
when they are appropriated into the mainstream. However, a working definition is necessary for an
introductory understanding of subcultures and subcultural theory. An example of a subculture with many
levels to its stratification system is the Harry Potter fandom, the community of Harry Potter fans who engage
in Harry Potter themed activities.


